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NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION 

IN EDISCOVERY AND FORENSIC 

INVESTIGATIONS TO 

IMPROVE CASE EFFICENCY

Information Governance (IG) and eDiscovery procedures face mounting 
pressure from the dramatic growth of Electronically Stored Information 
(ESI). Legal standards and rules governing eDiscovery requirements have 
also contributed to the rise in litigation and associated legal costs. 

Within this environment, LOTE (Languages Other Than English) doc-
uments, including data collection, processing and reviewing can pose   
major challenges, especially when ensuring the mandatory confi dential-
ity of eDiscovery procedures, as these typically preclude online transla-
tion.

Organizations need to search by keyword and fi nd relevant documents 
and emails in the appropriate languages whilst controlling costs and 
maximizing productivity, so time-intensive human translation is usual-
ly not an option and the need for viable machine translation solutions       
becomes all the more apparent.

CORE COMPETENCIES

+ Automatically detect languages contained within a collection of 
       documents
+ Easily categorize content for possible translation
+ Bulk translate using the Mass Action feature in Relativity
+ Translate documents that have multiple languages (55+ 
        languages in SYSTRAN’s catalog)
+ Support your billing process by accurately refl ecting workload 
       completed 
+ Protect your Translation Process with User-Group permissions 

Trusted by 60% of the 
eDiscovery Providers

Ensure information security: transla-
tions never leave your network, preventing 
data leakage and ensuring compliance.

Equip your eDiscovery: full range of 
linguistic functionalities like Translation, 
Named Entity Recognition, Domain Detec-
tion, Anonymization... 

Translate large volumes: a scalable 
architecture delivers fast translations, 
granting you additional time to review, ana-
lyze and produce a winning legal strategy. 

Reduce translation costs: automated 
language identification and machine transla-
tion reduce human translation costs. 
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The eDiscovery anonymization tool, conceptualized by the international 
law fi rm Reed Smith LLP, applies rigorous anonymization techniques to the 
full text and metadata of electronic documents within the kCura Relativity 
e-Discovery platform. Anonymization can be used to mask identifying details 
in documents such as names, addresses, identifi cation numbers, and 
amounts. However, anonymized documents retain suffi cient information for 
most relevancy reviews. Users also have the ability to “pseudononymize” 
selected names replacing pre-identifi ed names with chosen pseudonyms on 
a mass basis to provide another option for privacy protection.

CORE COMPETENCIES

SYSTRAN Anonymizer provides a connection with kCura Relativity using 
the SYSTRAN Anonymizer Server (SAS). The goal is to protect sensitive 
data through anonymization while maintaining suffi cient context so that the           
anonymized text may be understood and used for case analysis.

+ Automatic anonymization of key items in English language text including: 
        person names, place names, amounts, dates and other potentially sensitive data.
+  Ability to create custom confi gurations with one or more custom dictionaries and 
        substitutions.
+  Protection of the anonymization process using user-group permissions at the 
        workspace level. 
+  Export of anonymization document information. This information may be useful 
        for billing purposes. 
+  Custom tabs for confi guration and status information. Custom view for reviewing 
        the list of document Extracted Text and Anonymized Extracted Text fi elds.

Key Benefits

SYSTRAN ANONYMIZER FOR

Privacy: pseudonymize key  
people, replace irrelevant 
names with asterisks, 
replace personal numbers 
with pound signs. Securely 
transfer  documents for a  
relevancy review without  
transferring key personal  
information.

Protection: redact irrel-
evant parts of names to 
meet  production require-
ments  without providing 
ammunition for new claims 
and ensure  information 
security.

Mitigation: eliminate 
personal data and account 
numbers from historical 
records to re-use business 
intelligence.

Effi ciency: reduce the time 
and cost for monumental 
and time-intensive tasks.

ABOUT SYSTRAN

SYSTRAN has been helping commercial, defense, and national security organizations capture 
mission-critical data for the last 49 years. We operate globally with locations in Americas, 
Europe, and Asia. As the fi rst software company to introduce Neural Machine Translation 
technology, SYSTRAN is continuing to lead the innovation in language technologies. SYSTRAN’s 
brand new Purely Neural Machine Translation (PNMTTM) products utilize Neural Networks and 
Deep Learning algorithms to achieve unprecedented translation quality that is near human 
translation levels. 

For the latest information on PNMTTM technology, please visit our blog:  http://blog.systransoft.com
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